The purpose of this paper is to present pre-service secondary mathematics teachers' objectual beliefs about Geometer's Sketchpad (GSP) for teaching geometric transformations (GTs).
Introduction
At first, I introduced the context of technology integration in mathematics education, geometric transformation in school mathematics, application of GSP in school mathematics, technology integration in mathematics education, beliefs about technology integration, beliefs about the use of GSP, and framed purpose and research question. Second, I discussed the theoretical frame of radical constructivist grounded theory (RCGT) by introducing five assumptions. Third, I outlined that the methodological trail. Fourth, I presented the results with three categories of beliefs. Finally, I presented conclusion and addressed some pedagogical implications of the study.
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Application of GSP in School Mathematics
Different researchers have explored the importance and effect of using GSP in teaching mathematics. A study by Nordin et al. (2010) used pedagogical usability criteria of student control, activities, objective oriented, application, motivation, value added, knowledge, and flexibility and response. This study found that the application of GSP for teaching and learning mathematics promoted students' higher order thinking. Rahim (2000) discussed classroom uses of GSP in pre-service mathematics teacher education in Ontario, Canada with the support of Ministry of Education. The participants of the study found GSP useful for graphical representation of different mathematical functions, for example, the derivative of a function as a slope. Use of GSP for teaching geometry or other contents of mathematics by teachers depends on their ability and confidence to use the tool, and general beliefs about the tool (Shafer, 2004) . In a recent study by Kim (2016) , the pre-service mathematics teachers believed that GSP is convenient for the construction of geometric objects (e.g., polygons), measurements, and proofs. These studies and others (e.g., Ramli & Mustapha, 2014 ) reported a positive effect of using GSP on students' learning of mathematics, and it serves as a vehicle to transform teacher beliefs and practice (Jiang, 2011; Shafer, 2004) . Hence, studies show that motivation to use GSP for teaching and learning mathematics is growing.
Technology Integration in Mathematics Education
Technology integration in education in general and mathematics education in particular is growing since the last few decades. The meaningful use of technology for teaching and learning largely depends on teachers' knowledge and beliefs about the tools. Some researchers (e.g., Ertmer, 2006) agreed that teachers' beliefs affect the way they use technological tools for teaching mathematics. They also found that proper use of technological tools plays a decisive role in mathematics education. Use of technology in teaching makes a lesson interesting to students with a deeper sense of problem-solving, creative thinking, and reasoning (Ertmer et al., 2012) . Therefore, use of technological tools such as computers, calculators, iPads, and other mobile devices make abstract mathematical concepts visual otherwise not possible to see with equations or formulas (Foley & Ojeda, 2007 as cited in . These tools may help students to collaborate with each other or perform independent problem-solving by using the tools. Hence, technology may play a significant role in helping students learn mathematics more meaningful way by developing positive attitude and images of the subject with less anxieties (Belbase, 2013) .
The technological tools, for example, computers and iPads, help teachers to design lessons in a creative way by integrating audio, visual, and animation. Teachers can develop constructive and flexible mathematics learning tools for students (Garry, 1997) . However, there is a challenge of technology integration in mathematics education without change of teachers' mindset of using technological tools (Chai, 
Beliefs about Technology Integration
There are different views about categorizing teacher beliefs about technology integration in teaching and learning mathematics. Some studies on teacher beliefs about technology integration (e.g., Lin, 2008) labelled technology related beliefs as--no technology use, premastery use, post-mastery use, and exploratory use (Misfeldt et al., 2016) . Other studies (e.g., Erens & Eichler, 2015) identified four categories of teacher beliefs about technology integration--initiator, explorer, reinforcer, and symbiotic collaborator. Chen's (2011) categories of teacher beliefs about technology integration are--instrumental (technology is just an instrument to solve mathematics problems) and empowerment (technology enhances the power of visualizing, representing, and complex problem-solving). Most of the studies on mathematics teachers' beliefs about technology integration discussed positive and negative beliefs or constructivist and instrumentalist beliefs Goldin, 2002 A positive belief about technology integration in mathematics teaching and learning stems from teachers' knowledge of mathematics, mathematics pedagogy, content, and technology. Mishra and Koehler (2006) termed this combination as technological pedagogical and content knowledge (TPACK). Now technology integration in mathematics education has been considered as an integral part of classroom practices. With such a need, TPACK has been an important aspect of teacher education and training to enhance efficient use of technological tools in the classrooms (Hunter, 2015) . Cuevas (2010) suggests that use of technology in the mathematics classroom may take students "into the domain of nonroutine tasks" (p. 374) with TPACK. Teachers should be able to integrate technology with paper and pencil activities so that students have the opportunity to learn concepts and procedures both by hands-on and technological constructions. While doing this, teachers may use technology in mathematics teaching as an exploring, connecting, and thinking tool (Cuevas, 2010) . These skills may play a significant role in developing positive beliefs about technology integration among mathematics teachers for the meaningful teaching of mathematics (Belbase, 2015b Misfeldt et al., 2016) .
Beliefs about the Use of GSP
There are a few studies about pre-service or inservice mathematics teachers' beliefs about the use of GSP for teaching and learning mathematics. Leatham (2002) used GSP for 5 studying pre-service mathematics teachers' beliefs about teaching mathematics with technology. He used GSP as one of the technologies among others to study the teacher beliefs. He found that pre-service teachers considered using technological tools, including GSP, for dynamic illustration of relationship between variables and facilitation of exploring mathematical concepts. Building on Leatham (2002) , another study by Shafer (2004) experimented on effectiveness of using GSP in teaching mathematics. This study reported that teaching with GSP was not significantly different from teaching mathematics in the traditional setting although the participants had a positive feeling about the use of GSP in the classroom. The pre-service teachers who have positive beliefs about the use of GSP consider that GSP helps students in exploring, reasoning and proving, constructing, measuring, and calculating (Kim, 2016) . However, these beliefs may not guarantee the effective use of the tool for teaching and learning mathematics (Belbase, 2015b; Kim, 2016) .
Purpose and Research Question
The studies mentioned above are not sufficient to understand teacher beliefs about technological tools as objects of teaching and learning mathematics to build inter and intrasubject matter connections, differentiation of meaning, and structural organization of the concepts. This study aims to complement the literature on teacher beliefs about technology integration in mathematics education. The research question for the study was -What beliefs do pre-service secondary mathematics teachers hold about teaching geometric transformations using Geometer's Sketchpad? This paper draws on a significant part of the author's doctoral dissertation research. Therefore, the method of the study, theoretical frame, data, and result come from the same work.
Theoretical Framework
What is the study about? What is the source of information? How are data constructed/collected? How are the data analysed? How are the findings interpreted? What is the relationship of the researcher with the participants? What is the relationship of the researcher with the data and findings? These questions seek a structure of thought process to guide the study input, process, and outcome. The structure to guide the inquiry process is a theoretical framework. Anfara and Mertz (2006) defined a theoretical framework "as any empirical or quasi-empirical theory of social and/or psychological processes, at a variety of levels, that can be applied to the understanding of phenomena" (p. xxvii). This definition of theoretical framework excludes the notion of paradigms and methodological issues because it focuses on the social and psychological processes. Such theoretical framework may originate from the integration of different epistemologies, methodologies, and processes. For this study, I conceptualized a theoretical framework of radical constructivist grounded theory (RCGT) by synthesizing five assumptions from radical constructivism (Von Glasersfeld, 1991 Glasersfeld, & 1995 and grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006; Strauss & Corbin, 1998) . These 6 assumptions are related to symbiosis, voice, cognition, adaptation, and praxis (Belbase, 2013 (Belbase, , 2014 (Belbase, , 2015a (Belbase, , 2015b (Belbase, , 2016 . I discussed each of them in the following sub-sections.
Symbiosis
Frist, I assumed that the researcher and participants have a symbiotic relationship with mutualism to benefit both from the research process. Epistemology of radical constructivism observations, etc. to name a few. In these processes, there is a transactional relationship between the researcher and participants. In this study, I applied clinical task-based interviews to construct data from which I gained data, and the participants gained experience and knowledge of using GSP for teaching GTs.
Voice
Second, I assumed that a qualitative research embraces researcher and participants' voice.
The participants' voice is presented through vignette, protocols, narratives, life stories, to name a few, in the forms of different expressions. The researcher's voice is presented through interpretive accounts and reflexivity (Hertz, 1997) . Here, reflexivity of the researcher may relate to his or her sense, awareness, and consciousness to the issues through a deeper abstraction of meanings (Belbase, 2015) . Both grounded theorists (e.g., Bergkamp, 2010; Warfield, 2013) and constructivists (Charmaz 2006; Warfield, 2013 ) consider researcher's reflexivity as an integral part of interpreting and theorizing of concepts from data keeping the participants' voice up front (Mauther & Doucet, 2003; Pierre, 2009 ).
Cognition
Third, I assumed that doing qualitative research is a cognitive function because it involves constructing data, coding the data, categorizing concepts, implementing theoretical sampling, comparing codes and categories, and memoing as active mental processes (Morse, 1994) .
The researcher performs in situ data construction (Friedhoff et al., 2013) and coding and categorizing of data side by side (Clarke, 2005) . The participants build up their experiences through series of interactive task situations. The researcher keeps on performing theoretical memoing (Charmaz, 2006) adding new questions and updating tasks for the participants to explore new categories as cognitive processes (Bailyn, 1977) . Fourth, I assumed that research process, in a radical sense, is an emerging process in which both participants and researcher adapt to new experiences, contexts, and challenges (Belbase, 2015 (Belbase, , 2016 . The conceptualization of meaning to construct new codes and categories is a continuous self-adaptive process until there is a time when no new concepts emerge with additional data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lichtenstein, 2000) . In this sense, a study in RCGT is associated with construction of conceptual categories from data as an adaptation to new meanings grounded on data (Layder, 1998; Welsh, 2009 ).
Praxis
Finally, I assumed that the outcomes of analysis and interpretation of data should resonate with the phenomenon under study. The quality of research outcomes as categorical or thematic constructions can be examined with criteria of fit and viability. The criterion of fit demonstrates the applicability of categories to describe and interpret the phenomenon under study (Charmaz, 2006; Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Strauss & Corbin, 1998 ; Von Glasersfeld, 1991 Glasersfeld, & 1995 . The criterion of viability demonstrates the usefulness of categories in a similar context (Rodwell, 1998; Von Glasersfeld, 1995) .
Method
Participants
I purposively selected two participants who were pre-service secondary mathematics teachers in a university in the Rocky Mountain Region of the U. S. There were no selection criteria other than access to them, their availability for interviews, and their interest to volunteer in the study. One of them was a male participant (Jack) who was a returning student to the College of Education after working for a private company for more than five years. He wanted to be a mathematics teacher for middle grades. Another was a female participant (Cathy) who was a continuing or regular senior undergraduate student. She was an English language learner in her primary grades. Her ideal grade level for teaching is upper secondary level. None of them had prior teaching experience other than during micro teaching in the methods of teaching mathematics class and later during the practicum.
Interviews
I constructed an interview protocol to help me in the interview process. The protocol was a primary guide to start the interview questions based on some tasks and interactions throughout the tasks (Goldin, 2000; Maher & Sigley, 2014 ). There were four major tasks in the separate interviews. The first task was the construction of an object and its image under reflection on a line by using paper and pencil, geoboard, and then by using GSP. The second task was the construction of an object and its image under rotation on a point by using paper and pencil and then by using GSP. The third task was the construction of an object and its 8 image under translation with directed line segment (a vector) by using paper and pencil, geoboard, and then by using GSP. The fourth task was the construction of an object and its images under composite of reflection followed by a rotation, reflection followed by a translation, and rotation followed by a translation by using paper and pencil and then by using GSP. Figure 1a and 1b indicate examples of tasks done by the participants--paper-pencil, geoboard, and then in GSP. Each of these analytical tasks was followed by a subsequent 
Analysis
The analysis of the raw data went through the process of identifying the primary codes based on the related meanings coming from the pieces (words, sentences, and paragraphs) of data.
I arranged the primary codes in a group of secondary codes to form categories based on their conceptual similarities (Charmaz 2005; Strauss & Corbin, 1998) . I also used the preliminary codes from the interview memos to link other codes into categories. I constructed the primary codes from the first interview data before conducting the second interview. I modified some questions in the second interview to focus on the categories that I constructed from the first interview. Likewise, I completed the analysis of an interview data before the next interview so that I could add questions, remove unnecessary questions, and modify some questions so that data from subsequent interviews helped in saturating the codes. The analysis was an iterative process (Morse, 1994; Thornber & Charmaz, 2014) . Therefore, analysis of data first involved the process of constructing primary codes by breaking down data into conceptual pieces. These conceptual pieces were names with specific codes. This was a reductive approach to surgically zooming onto the concepts within the body of a data. After, segregating the codes with similar meaning, I reorganized these codes into groups of codes and integrated them into categories. I integrated similar categories to final categories (Charmaz, 2006; Clarke, 2005) . From this inductive process of combining concepts to codes and codes to categories, I was able to construct three final categories as themes. These categories were--interface between algebra and geometry, the semantics of GTs with GSP, and syntactic of GTs with GSP.
Interpretation
I interpreted the categories in three layers. In the first layer, I reconstructed interview transcripts bringing the pieces of interviews to the respective categories. While doing this, I
reconstructed the participants' narrative by bringing the fragmented conceptual units together in a vignette for each category. In the second layer, I identified key points from the vignette and discussed them. In the third layer, I linked the major concepts from the vignettes to the relevant literature as an extended interpretation in the discussion of the categories. Hence, I
employed emphatic interpretation by entering myself into the context through these layers to understand meanings, concepts, and their interrelationship from within the data (Willig, 2014) . The interpretation of the participants' beliefs was focused on making sense of their beliefs about the use of GSP as an object in teaching GTs. Such beliefs have been termed as objectual beliefs in the literature because they emphasize properties of the object of beliefs, here in this research it was GSP for teaching GTs (Audi, 2015) . Construction of these categories was not a straight forward linear process. I tried to observe and dig deeper into the meaning of belief concepts, codes, and categories while constructing the final categories of objectual beliefs from the data. The construction of these categories needed a vision to see beyond what is visible in front of me as the data. It took me to a position to search meaning that was not obvious, explicit, and crystal clear. I embraced vagueness, complexity, and uncertainty throughout this journey. I presented syllogistic justification for the interpretation of each category as a dimension of objectual beliefs.
Results
The results of the entire study included six kinds of belief constructs related to action, affect, attitude, cognition, environment, and object. In this paper, I reported only one construct--beliefs associated with the object of teaching GTs with GSP in the form of objectual beliefs.
This construct has three categories -interface between geometry and algebra, the syntactic of GTs with GSP, and the semantics of GTs with GSP (Fig. 2 ). Other constructs have been commissioned in other publications. I discussed each of these categories in the following subsections.
Figure 2. Categorization of Objectual Beliefs and Their Characteristics
Interface between Geometry and Algebra
The participants expressed their beliefs about the interface between geometry and algebra in terms of the hands-on side while working with geometry and minds-on side while manipulating algebraic relationship associated with processes of GTs during teaching GTs with the use of GSP. Some of the leading questions that researcher asked the participants within this category were-You constructed reflection of a polygon on a grid in GSP and in a paper. How would you represent reflection in algebra? Alright, so tell us something about GSP. Can we relate some properties of reflection transformations to algebra with GSP? Do you think you could explore some algebraic properties that are related to this example (Rotation)? What properties could we explore from these examples (of the polygon and its image under rotation or composite GTs)? Figure 3 shows sample activities that the participants performed about reflections on GSP and with paper-pencil. Then, I constructed belief narratives of the participants about the use of GSP as a tool for teaching GTs where GSP could have both geometric and algebraic manipulations with the tools available in it. Interface betwen Geometry and Algebra GSP has the ability to connect with algebra by using the coordinates of vertices or points.
Semantics of GTs with GSP
GSP is a conceptual tool and helps in exploring the concepts and meanings.
Syntatics of GTs with GSP
GSP offers visualization of GTs in terms of forms and functions.
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Cathy's Belief Narrative on the Interface I think, in the reflection of a point on Y-axis, a point (x, y) would change into (-x, y). If I write it into a matrix, it would be a negative one--zero (in the first row), and zero--one in the second row. In the reflection on X-axis, the y coordinate changes to negative. I think, the matrix would be zero-negative one (in the first column), one -zero in the second column. It (GSP) has abilities to show the picture side or the hands-on side of geometry. I haven't really explored algebra with it. I think it has the ability of the algebra. I don't know how far that goes. But, I think in geometry it has all of what we need, honestly, to teach geometry class.
And, you can do like without a book. Instead of a book, we tell them what you are doing.
You don't even need the book because they can create every single thing. Or, you can create and give them that document that they can play with it. Everything it would be in geometry class and possibly in algebra class. In a class, however, I have not discovered that far in algebra with GSP. We didn't do algebraic manipulations. I think it would really be helpful. I
have explored a ton of algebra except it is in GSP. I have done that more in GeoGebra. I think this (GSP) does have enough that you could be able to do that (algebraic manipulation).
I can relate (x, y) coordinates to (-x, y) as a generalization of reflection under Y-axis. It is possible for other transformations too.
Jack's Belief Narrative on the Interface
We can write coordinates of points to reflect. It is then connected to algebra. You can put them in a matrix. I am not sure what matrix could be, but yes, there should be one for each.
[After putting some vertices and their images in coordinate points in to a matrix, he struggles to find the exact matrix for a while. With trial and error for a while, he gets matrices of reflection on the Y-axis and X-axis.] I was not introduced to the matrix for transformation in high school besides simple adding, subtracting and multiplying. If students are ready for the matrix with some knowledge of basic stuff, then it is possible for them to discover it (GT).
If they don't have experience of basics matrices, absolutely, it is not possible for them to make this connection in GSP. Matrices are awesome ways to bridge algebra and geometry.
Oh, I like GSP. Have you guys used GeoGebra? GSP is a lot cooler than GeoGebra. It costs more cause GeoGebra is free, but just the thing you can do with it, like overlaying the without focusing much on the process so much. We can do a little conceptual understanding.
That means they still need to take time to explore the process of where does that come from. They need to be comfortable with that before you give it to them. They (students) will be able to use the coordinates. Um, you know, think about how long I took just to count those tiny squares. Here (in GSP), you can go to the coordinates. Then, all of a sudden, you can get to the algebra. You can do it as a part of doing algebraic manipulation. You can solve for distance or side lengths as algebraic manipulation with GSP.
Justification and Interpretation of Belief Narratives
To justify the beliefs about interface between geometry and algebra of GTs with GSP, I asked a question: Do these beliefs relate to the common boundary of geometry and algebra of GTs in conjunction with GSP as an object to make them explicit? The stated beliefs in the above narratives have common properties of GTs (e.g., points, distances, coordinates, and their relationships) that can be analysed and interpreted by geometrical or algebraic manipulations.
I propose following syllogism to justify existence of the beliefs about geometry-algebra interface of GTs with GSP:
Proposition 1: GT moves an object from one point to another with a rule (R).
Proposition 2: The tools in GSP form an image of an object under the same rule (R).
Proposition 3: Hence, GSP is a transformational tool preserving rule (R). [1, 2]
Proposition 4: The rule (R) is associated with geometric properties of the object and image.
Proposition 5: The rule (R) is associated with algebraic relation of functions of GTs.
Proposition 6: Hence, the functions of GTs have an interface of geometry and algebra. [4 & 5] Proposition 7: Therefore, GSP provides geometry-algebra interface to a GT process. [3 & 6] I used this logic as a basis to interpret the participants' beliefs about syntactic of GTs with GSP from their belief narratives.
Cathy believes that reflection transformation could be understood with folding a paper into a half and the line of fold works as a mirror. She thinks that the coordinates of reflection can be expressed in a matrix algebra. After defining reflection and working on GSP to construct coordinates and writing them into a matrix for reflection on X and Y-axes, she demonstrated her consolidated belief that an algebraic manipulation of reflection is possible with GSP.
However, forming the matrix was not the role of GSP. She wrote the matrixes for reflections manipulating relationship between object and image points in terms of coordinates. Cathy found that GTs functioned as an interface between visual and mental process with the use of GSP. She referred the GSP had the ability to demonstrate the picture side of the structure or the hands-on side of manipulating geometry. Her view of the picture side was related to a physical aspect of doing GTs with visualization. Next view about the hands-on side was related to the mental aspect of physical manipulation of geometric constructions of GTs with GSP. She was not quite sure about how algebra was related to GTs. She even did not know how far the connection to algebra could go in the classroom. None the less, she accepted that GSP is useful in algebraic manipulation of GTs. However, she was not confident in making such connection. She believed that she was not ready in using GSP for teaching concepts of a GT as an interface between geometry and algebra. She explored coordinates and matrices of reflection and translation. She related (x, y) coordinates to (-x, y) as a generalization of reflection under Y-axis. She considered that such exploration is possible for other transformations too.
Jack, on the other hand, considered that GSP was a complete tool for teaching and learning of GTs. He accepted that the use of GSP could even replace the textbook. A teacher could use GSP for doing all kinds of activities including construction and manipulation of GTs without even opening the textbook. He believed that GSP had a possibility of using in an algebra class too. In that sense, he even asserted that GSP could be used for the algebraic manipulation of different GT processes. However, he did not feel confident in using the tool because of the limited experience in exploring the algebra with GSP. He believed that GSP could provide a constructive teaching and learning environment with options to show or hide technological details of the interface between visual and mental. He also thought that GSP could help in building algebraic manipulation of GTs with coordinates. Jack anticipated that Pythagorean theorem could be used as a part of doing the algebraic manipulation of GTs with GSP. He considered solving for distance or side lengths as algebraic manipulation with GSP.
Both Cathy and Jack constructed object and image of polygons under different GTs with GSP. They expressed that algebraic manipulation could help students make sense of the geometry of a GT. Further, they considered that it was possible to do algebraic manipulation of GTs with GSP with basic knowledge of coordinate geometry and matrices. Therefore, they believed that manipulating different GT process with GSP could provide an interface between geometry and algebra.
The Semantics of GTs with GSP
The research participants shared their beliefs about the semantics of GTs with GSP with the researcher, and these beliefs were related to procedural, conceptual, and inter-connected (to be understood) before using it. Because it escapes the procedure really, it's short-cut. It's definitely the concept. Have the procedure down, now let's discover the concept. I would say conceptual because it is not doing the procedure.
Jack's Belief Narrative on Semantics of GTs with GSP
Reflection is about constructing an image of an object to the other side of a line, like looking on a mirror. While introducing reflection in a class, probably, I would fold a paper and show them (students). The crease of fold is like a line of reflection. It is a simple way to introduce reflection before using GSP. With GSP we can do a lot more. I love the animation feature in 
Justification and Interpretation of Belief Narratives
To justify the beliefs about semantics of GTs with GSP, I asked a question: Do these beliefs relate to meanings of GTs in conjunction with GSP as an object to make them explicit? The belief narratives stated above have the elements to infer the meaning of GT processes with GSP. These elements are related to motion of an object (e.g., a point or line or a polygon) from one point to another (as a transformation) preserving certain properties, such as distance and area and the related tools in GSP. I propose following syllogism to justify existence of the beliefs about syntactics of GTs with GSP:
Proposition 1: GT means taking an object from one point to another with a rule (R).
Proposition 2: The tools in GSP apply the rule (R) to form image of an object.
Proposition 3: The rule (R) provides semantic interpretation of a GT process.
Proposition 4: Hence, GSP is a tool for semantic interpretation of a GT. [1] [2] [3] I applied this deductive reasoning as a foundation to interpret the participants' beliefs about semantics of GTs with GSP.
Cathy' definition of reflection (and other GTs) and processes (meanings) are associated with them consolidated her beliefs from what she did in the task-situations. Cathy could make sense of GSP as a conceptual tool for teaching and learning GTs. She believed that construction and manipulation were parts of creating meaning of GT processes with GSP.
The built-in program in GSP was helpful for making this connection among GTs, both visually and mentally. She considered that building an integrated tool in GSP for the direct construction was an additional creative and constructive feature in GSP which was not available in other similar programs, for example, GeoGebra. However, she believed that GSP tools are not freehand, but one needs to build on them. Hence, she believed that GSP had a semantic domain (e.g., construction, manipulation, and animation) leading to the conceptual understanding of GTs.
On the other hand, Jack liked the dynamic animation feature in GSP. With this feature, he believed that a teacher could show the students what was happening with GTs. He believed that some of the tools in GSP were related to constructions that were not a free thing, for example, construction of a square without starting from the points and lines, but by using the constructing tool for a square. He believed that there was a not a square button (tool) to click directly, but it could be created by the user. He considered that GSP could be more useful in conjunction with physical manipulation of paper and pencil activities. However, he thought that manipulation of GT concepts could be easier with GSP compared to the physical handson materials. Hence, he believed that developing conceptual understanding (meaning) of GTs was the biggest role of GSP.
Cathy considered that constructions were simply constructions without meaning unless one could interpret the process. For her, GSP was a semantically neutral tool because, for her, it was not the GSP that constructs meaning, but it was teacher or students to create meanings out of GT processes with GSP. However, she accepted that the meaning of a GT would be more explicit with GSP because, for her, it is a conceptual tool. On the other hand, Jack believed that animation and other dynamic features in GSP could help students make sense of a GT. That means, for him, the use of GSP could provide a greater semantic interpretation of the processes related to different GTs. Therefore, Cathy and Jack demonstrated contradicting beliefs about semantics of GT with GSP.
The Syntactic of GTs with GSP
The participants expressed their beliefs about teaching GTs with the use of GSP regarding the structural organization. The syntactic of GTs with GSP has been considered as the internal make it and work throughout. I think, it might be more visible. But, I don't think it is more meaningful or more powerful. I think you constructing it with your hands with paper and pencil is an awesome fit, I guess. I think that would be more rewarding to the learner, actually make this instead of clicking a button on the computer and make it. I think, that's why I would go back to the paper and pencil to see that they actually get the conceptual. It won't take you that long to do that with paper and pencil. With a paper and pencil, you have to absolutely know how to do it. I would show them paper and pencil activity and solidify. 
Justification and Interpretation of Belief Narratives
To justify the beliefs about syntactic of GTs with GSP, I asked a question: Do these beliefs relate to contents and forms of GTs in conjunction with GSP as an object to make them explicit? The belief narratives stated above have the elements related to content and form of GTs in terms of construction, visualization, and animation with GSP. I propose following syllogism to justify existence of the beliefs about syntactics of GTs with GSP:
Proposition 3: Hence, GSP is a transformation tool. [1 & 2] Proposition 4: The rule (R) is associated with form and structure of the object and image.
Proposition 5: Structure and form provide syntactic interpretation of object-image relationship.
Proposition 6: Therefore, GSP is a syntactic tool for a GT. [3, 4, 5] I considered this deductive syllogism as a reference to interpret the participants' beliefs about syntactic of GTs with GSP.
Cathy considered that GSP was easy to see points and how they change in structure (or form)
when applied 'click and drag' on a vertex of an object. She appeared to believe that GSP made a change of the object and image size or distance easy and fast. She believed that the processes of GTs involved a lot of constructions with the use of tools in GSP. She further considered that constructions of a GT with GSP could demonstrate the concepts (of a content) more visibly. She reflected that GSP might not change the meaning of a concept, but it might help in understanding the structure through visualization. That means, for her, use of GSP does not make semantic differentiation of GT process, but it made the syntactic structures explicit (more visible). Hence, she believed that GSP was useful to demonstrate process structures (forms) of a GT. The structural phenomenon of GTs is visible with dynamic 'click and drag' feature in GSP.
Jack also believed that GSP was a syntactical tool because one could overlay the coordinate grid on GSP and visualize everything right on it. He believed that GSP was a tool for the construction, and it might enforce one to construct things in the dynamic environment to understand the underlying structures and processes of GTs. He considered that with GSP one can construct things to use it as an integrated tool. For example, he thought that one could build an actual square on GSP and save it as a tool to use later to construct other squares directly. He believed that the different features of GSP could be built on, hid within, and made it visible as necessary. For him, GSP as a teaching tool was not necessarily a powerful, but a meaningful visual tool.
Although Cathy thought that GSP was a tool for the construction and visualization, she did not believe that use of this tool was necessary to make sense of GTs. She contended that the use of GSP provided a better meaning and power of GTs. Jack also accepted that GSP was not a lot powerful and meaningful, but it was more visual tool for GTs. Hence, they seemed to believe that the use of GSP could offer a syntactic differentiation of the GT processes with visualization of forms, rather than changing power and meaning of GTs.
Discussion
The participants expressed beliefs can be re-interpreted by making extension and connection to the literature and theory of teacher beliefs. Some key points from their beliefs about the interface between algebra and geometry are related to the visualization with pictures and hands-on sides of geometry with physical manipulatives, and the ability to integrate algebra with coordinates and matrices to the geometry. The other key point related to this category was about using GSP for algebraic manipulation by developing algebraic structures of a GT with problems around sides, angles, and others. Some researchers (e.g., Erbas et al., 2005) offered ideas about algebraic manipulation using GSP and showed how algebra and geometry overlap and produce multiple solutions. They explored the emerging patterns of mathematical concepts for visualizing and modeling the problems in the algebra-geometry interface. Other researchers considered that students could use GSP to explore linear relationships among different properties of curves (e.g., parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola), and the gradients of functions (Meng, 2009; Meng & Sam, 2013) . The students can learn the interplay between geometrical and algebraic properties and representations of GTs by using GSP (Steketee & Scher, 2012) .
Some key points from participants' beliefs about the semantics of GTs with GSP were related to cognitive abilities associated with semantics to construct the meaning of a GT with GSP.
There are some semantic processes of reflection, rotation, translation, and a composite of them regarding "object of reference" (Hoong & Khoh, 2003, p. 46) . Therefore, there should be a reference to an object and corresponding image regarding a line of reflection, a point of rotation, and a vector of translation to make sense of the GT processes. However, this aspect was not explicit in the participants' beliefs about properties of GTs at the beginning discussions during task-based interviews. It surfaced out as an issue when we discussed these references in the last interview with backward thinking of GT process, for example finding the center of rotation. Hence, we can use GSP for different semantic structures of GTs available within the tool (Bell et al., 1989; Nesher, 1988; Vergnaud, 1988 The participants' beliefs about the syntactic of GTs with GSP were related to the use of GSP in making syntactic of GTs explicit. However, Cathy believed that she could do it without using the technology. Therefore, for her, the use of GSP made the processes of GTs more 
Limitations
This study had some limitations in terms of data source, analytical approach, and scope of generalization of findings. There were only two participants in this study. I conducted five task-based interviews with each participant to explore their beliefs about teaching GTs with GSP. In this context, the data was limited to two participants who did not represent general beliefs of other pre-service mathematics teachers. I used RCGT as a theoretical framework to guide the research input, process, and outcome. This framework profoundly guided the layered interpretive process. While doing this, I chose to embrace subtleties coming from the process with complexity and uncertainty and influenced by my ontological, epistemological, and axiological biases. Hence, the findings in the forms of three dimensions (or categories)
of objectual beliefs --interface, semantics, and syntactic of GTs with GSP have limited scope of generalization as a theory of pre-service teachers' objectual beliefs.
Conclusion
I concluded from the study that both the participants had beliefs that GSP provides an interface between geometry and algebra. They worked both paper-pencil and GSP to observe the transition from geometry to algebra using the coordinate system and consolidated their 
Implication
The results with the three categories have some pedagogical implications for moving across interfaces, semantic interpretations of GT processes, and syntactic of GT processes with GSP.
The interface between algebra and geometry can help teachers and students to develop a meaningful connection between these two content domains in school mathematics. interface between dualities of different domains (e.g., hands-on and minds-on; algebra and geometry) (Cuoco & Goldenberg, 1997 , Hoong, 2003 that eventually contributes to consolidate teacher and students' positive beliefs about the semantics and syntactic of any content of mathematics with a technological tool, for example GSP.
